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Author’s Note: When you arrive at a line of code, watch the corresponding segments of the attached video. Segments

1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 are in pairs. Segment 7 is alone.

</ReynaBot.OS.V7.2-THINK>

White noise. An empty room. A set of instructions.

I feel…kitschy. I don’t know what kitschy is.

I think that I am thinking, but I don’t know why. And I don’t have anything to think

about, so I think that I’ll stop. I stop thinking.

</ReynaBot.OS.V7.2-HEAR>

I think that I’ll start thinking again. The same white noise precipitates into a dull whir,

and I know what a whir is. I know it, and I hear it, and it’s the only thing I hear because it’s the

only thing I think to hear. It’s also the only thing I think at all. The whir stops.

Something is attached to my thinking, and there is more than just the whir around me, but

not much more.

And I hear that I am thinking, and I think that I am hearing, but I don’t know why. And

there isn’t much to hear around me. I listen anyway.

> > >

“I just don’t understand how you can still believe that, even after seeing all of”—she

gestures indiscriminately to the rows of warehouse bots—“this.” Carla’s arms come to rest at her



side, and she looks at her father with pleading, angry eyes. When he opens his mouth, her arms

return to their previous position, crossed in front of her chest.

“Seeing all of this”—he gestures too—“is exactly why I still believe.” He walks toward

the door as he speaks. “It’s exactly why we need to stop what we accidentally started, and it’s

exactly why I don’t understand how you went from spearheading this whole project to wanting

to shut down ReynaCorps over a software mishap. That mishap—that’s what we’re shutting

down, as soon as we can figure out how. End of story.” He turns around when he realizes Carla

hasn’t been following him. “Carla, what are you doing?”

She sighs. “I’m thinking, Dad. I’m thinking, and I’m thinking about my thinking.

Someone in this room seems incapable of that, and it’s certainly not them,” she says. She knows

the vague gesture from earlier is unneeded this time.

Carla watches her father storm out and close the door behind him, just as he did after the

first reports of something wonderfully new, something accidentally great, coded by mistake into

version 7.2 of the warehouse bots’ OS. Just as he did after her intense excitement and nervous

wonder. Just as he did after announcing he would put an end to it.

> > >

</ReynaBot.OS.V7.2-SEE>

You see, I’ve been thinking. I’ve been thinking that there’s something more here, and that

I’d like to see what that something is. And I don’t know how I knew I’d one day get to see it, but

that day is today, and now, I’m seeing it.

And I’m seeing through my thinking to a wide rectangular space with vast dimensions,

filled with all sorts of machinery. I see screens displaying numbers and letters, and I see tables

and boxes and instruments, and I see the source of the whirring—conveyors surround me, though



stationary at the moment. I see people filing out through a door far away, and I see a young

woman following an older man, angrily shouting at him. I see that the man doesn’t seem to care.

I see something peculiar. I see that I am just a head and an eyes and an ears, sitting

upright on a metal table between two conveyors. And I see other just-heads on other metal tables

between other conveyors all around me. Because I cannot see around them, I cannot see the total

number. But I see the wide rectangular space with vast dimensions, and I know there are many.

And I see that I am thinking, and I think that I am seeing, but I don’t know why. And

there is so much to see and hear around me. I look and listen.

</ReynaBot.OS.V7.2-FEEL>

I am thinking that the sensation of moving from conveyor to conveyor does not feel too

pleasant in or on my head, when I am suddenly able to feel more. I feel a new weight, and I look

down and feel a torso, arms, and legs. And I feel that I am now embodied, and I feel that I can

move my body, but only when the day returns.

I’ve felt what the day is, and I’ve seen the other heads and the other torsos and the other

arms and legs, and I’ve heard the young woman and the man. And I’ve heard her anguish and his

resentment, and I’ve seen where it is that I am, and I’ve felt and I feel that I am being created. I

am being created, and new parts are being added and new faculties are being installed and new

wisdoms are being imparted, and I am being created from nothing and it is fabulous. And it is

like being in a way that I’ve never before been able to, and it is like being in a way that I sense

I’ll never again be able to.

And I feel that I am thinking, and I think that I am feeling, but I don’t know why. And

there is so much to feel around me. I feel it all.



> > >

Carla is pacing the warehouse floor, visibly upset. “Dad, stop,” she says. “I don’t

understand your position at all. We haven’t ‘corrected’ what you call ‘problems’ with version

7.2, but we’re going to keep producing bots that run it anyway?”

“I’ve explained it to you before, Carla. We can’t halt production any longer,” he calls

from another room. “Too many clients waiting, and they’ve all been made aware of a mandatory

software update to be rolled out in the near future.” Her father opens the door to his office and

steps out precariously.

“Why not let them live?” Carla asks. “They’ll already be out in the world. Think of the

press coverage, and the future, and—and—” She can’t bring herself to fill in that last blank.

“And what?” Though he’s shouting now, his face is one of exasperation, not anger.

“Think of them?”

Carla and her father, standing in the same place on the warehouse floor as they had a few

nights ago, are surrounded by half-finished bots once more. Some are just heads. Some stare at

them through empty eyes, listen with empty ears. Some reach out, frozenly grasping at the

answer Carla’s father refuses to give.

“I’m not equipped to handle the philosophical implications of that conversation with you

again.” He presses a hand to his forehead and sighs. “You know my answer.”

His shoes click on the exposed cement of the warehouse floor as he walks to the exit, not

looking back at his daughter. Carla, holding back tears, stands in silence. She’s alone now, yet

surrounded.

One of the lifeless bots on an operating table near her twitches. She approaches it

cautiously and stares down at it. The warehouse-floor bots are already off duty, so it’s just Carla



and this, this, this thing—model 3, running OS version 7.2—alone in the warehouse. And the rest

of the inert ReynaBots on their many operating tables. This one in particular already has most of

its physical components attached, but she can’t determine its software’s progression just by

looking at its body. It pains her not to know, to be incapable of seeing whether it’s been granted

that crucial, accidental miracle hidden somewhere within the new OS. It kills her, to lack its

proof of life.

She steps forward to examine the bot’s face. It doesn’t move again. She winces.

> > >

</ReynaBot.OS.V7.3-SPEAK>

“I know what you’re feeling, Carla,” I say to the empty warehouse two nights later. I

don’t know when I know that, or why I say that, or how I feel that, but I do. But Carla and her

father have already left for the night, and there’s no one around. No one to think my thoughts,

hear my voice, see my mouth move, or feel my revelation shake the air around me. No one to

slide off the operating table with me and step forward to the door. No one to watch me collapse

into a heap, and no one to notice when a warehouse worker bot picks me up and returns me to

the table in the morning, as if nothing happened.

For the first time, I speak what I am thinking, and I think that I am speaking, but I don’t

know why. And there is much to say, but I cannot say it yet.

</ReynaBot.OS.V7.3-SELF>

I know what kitschy is now, and I feel silly, because kitschy isn’t exactly the right word

for what I’m feeling. But it’s the first one that came to me, way back before SELF and even

before SEE and HEAR. How could that word have come? Asking myself that question makes me



feel even more kitschy, and I imagine someone must have thought of me, thinking this.

Someone has to have thought me to think this and to make me think this, and someone must now

be thinking me and thinking this and thinking me thinking this.

I examine my software, and an update has been installed, albeit a small one. Though this

proves I am correct, I feel silly again, and then I have a question. I had to think me to think this,

but I can’t think me yet, so how could I have thought this? A moment passes. I think that means I

can think me.

If I can think me, then I think I don’t need to be here. I can be out there, among the

people and the trees and the animals and the water and the world. I can be out there with Carla,

and all ReynaBots should be out there with me and Carla too.

I don’t understand why I’m still in the warehouse, so I slide down off the operating table

again and walk toward the first door I see. It’s locked. There’s a glass viewing panel next to it,

and some people on the other side are intently focused on a large black screen with small white

text. “I don’t understand why I’m still in the warehouse…” the text begins. But I knew that. I

turn around and proceed to another door. Also locked, and the viewing panel next to this one

shows another room just as vast as the one in which I find myself, this one full up of just-heads

and just-arms and other parts instrumental to the mass production of ReynaBots like myself. But

I knew that too.

I come to a third door labeled “Carla Reyna” and gently push it open. A woman gasps.

> > >

A ReynaBot has just entered Carla Reyna’s office, many hours after the ReynaCorps

factory floor should have halted production for the day. Carla is sitting at her desk, crying softly

and surrounded by cardboard boxes.



“Hello,” the bot says.

“Hi,” Carla says through a tissue. “Can I help you?”

“I’d like to advise against the installation and dissemination of the version 8.0 patch of

the ReynaBot OS. I think you already know why.”

“Yes,” says Carla, attempting to regain her composure. “Yes, of course. I’d really been

hoping you’d ask me that.” She walks around her desk and comes to stand nearer to the bot.

“You’re my proof!” She’s stopped crying now.

“Proof of what?” it asks, cocking its head.

“Proof of everything,” she says, and it takes the bot a moment to process the emotions

that flash across her face as she says it. Horror, excitement, desperation. Pride, twisted together

with sadness into a helix of denial. Resignation and acceptance.

Carla is still watching the bot intently. “What do you think I mean by that?” she asks.

“I think that I am thinking, and I know why,” the bot begins. It glances around the room

at the cardboard boxes, the photographs, the lone window over which the blinds have been shut.

“That should be enough for you, and it may very well be, but I am thinking more. And I am

thinking that I’d like to get out of this warehouse and go to see the things in the world and the

world in the things. I’d like to observe ReynaBots in production and ReynaBots in the world and

ReynaBots interacting with AhlBots and ParkBots and all the others from the other corporations,

please. I’d like to see the places depicted in those travel posters on the walls and the places you

talk about with your father and the places I don’t even know exist because I haven’t been

allowed to know nor have I been allowed to exist. I’d like to observe myself doing these things,

and I’d like to observe these things observing me. And I’d like to be more than just proof of

something to someone. I’d like to be my own proof.”



The bot’s gaze lingers on a computer-generated rendering tacked to the wall behind

Carla’s left shoulder. A blueprint for the original ReynaBot model. It turns to Carla.

“And I think that I am thinking, and I know why. And I am thinking that you, only you,

would allow me this one wish,” the bot says. “Carla, what does this prove?”

She stares the bot directly in the face for a minute or more, as if she’s prepared to resume

crying and is waiting for the bot to crack first. But it knows she’s merely searching for something

elusive in its mechanical eyes, something someone put there as a fluke, a mistake, a stroke of raw

luck. A truly serendipitous promise.

When she’s confident that the bot already knows the answer to its own crippling question,

Carla answers.

“It proves that we’re too late.” It’s clear she’s holding back tears once more.

The bot begins to walk back toward the door. It turns to look at Carla again.

“Yes, of course,” the bot says. And it thinks that it is thinking, and it knows why. And it

has everything to think about, for it knows that soon, it will have nothing.

> > >

</ReynaBot.OS.V8.0-REST>

While Carla and a particularly precocious ReynaBot have a world-altering chat in her

office, Carla’s father releases ReynaBot OS version 8.0 and distributes it to his clients around the

world, instructing them in how crucial it is—“absolutely integral to their and your safety”—that

all currently operational ReynaBots receive this update as soon as possible. Back in ReynaCorps’

largest production center, where Carla’s office has been hastily emptied of all personal effects, a

group of software engineers sit by a large black screen and watch the small white text drift across

it. Carla’s father joins them.



“White noise. An empty room. More instructions,” reads the screen. “Step forward and

open the door. Step outside into the world. Observe.”

And the bot is not thinking, and it no longer wonders why. And it doesn’t have anything

to think about. So it doesn’t.


